m o r g u l @ e e . b i l k e n c . e d u . t r AbslracI-We consider the delayed feedback control (DFC) scheme for one dimensional discmte time systems. To analyze the stability, we construct a map whose fixed points correspond to the periodic orbits of the system to be controlled. Then the stability of the DFC is equivalent to the stability of the corresponding equilibrium point of the Constructed map. We obtain a formula for the characteristic polynomial of the Jacobian of this map. Then the Schur stability of this po1)nomial could be used to analyze the stability of DFC. We also present some simulation results.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the analysis and control of chaotic behaviour in dynamical systems has received a great deal of attention among scientists from various disciplines such as engineers, physicists, biologists, etc. Although the chaotic behaviour arising in feedback control systems was known before, [3] , the development in the field of chaos control accelerated mainly after the seminal paper [16] where the term "controlling chaos" was introduced. This work had a strong influence, especially, on the approach of the physics community to the problem of controlling chaotic systems and is based on variation of certain parameters which has certain effects on the chaotic behaviour. In such systems usually many unstable periodic orbits are embedded in their chaotic attractors, and as shown in [16] , by using small external feedback input, some of these orbits may be stabilized.
Therefore, by applying small feedback inputs, it may be possible to force these systems to behave in a regular way.
Following the work of [16] , various chaos control techniques have been proposed, see e.g. [4] . [7] . Among these, the delayed feedback control @FC) scheme first proposed in [17] and is also known as Pyragas scheme, has gained considerable attention due to its various attractive features. In this technique the required control input is basically the difference between the current and one period delayed states multiplied by a gain. Hence if the system is already in the periodic orbit, this term vanishes. Also if the trajectories asymptotically approach to the periodic orbit, this term becomes smaller. For more details as well as various applications of DFC, see [ [20] , [22] , and the references therein.
In this work, we consider the delayed feedback control (DFC) scheme for one dimensional discrete time systems. To analyze the stability, we construct a map whose fixed points correspond to the periodic orbits of the system to he controlled. Then the stability of the DFC is equivalent to the stability of the corresponding equilibrium point of the constructed map. For each periodic orbit, we construct a characteristic polynomial of a related Jacobian matrix. The Schur stability of this polynomial could be used to analyze the stability of DFC. By using Schur-Cohn criterion, we can find hounds on the gain of DFC to ensure stability.
STABILITY OF DFC
Let us consider the following one dimensional discretetime system
where k =0, l,.. . is the discrete time index, f : R -R is an appropriate function, which is assumed to be differentiable wherever required. We assume that the system given by Let x ( k ) be a particular solution of (1) starting with x(0). To characterize the convergence of x ( k ) to ET, we define a distance measure as follows. For a given k, we define the set Zk as follows Let x(.) be the solution of (1) corresponding to a given x(0). We say that the periodic solution x;(.) is asymptotically stable if there exists an E > 0 such that for any x ( 0 ) for which d(Zo,Z,) < E holds, we have 1imk+-d(Zk,Zr) = 0. Moreover we say that Z , is exponentially stable if this decay is exponential, i.e. the following holds for some M > 0 and
To stabilize periodic orhits of (l), let us apply a control input U as :
x(k+ 1) = f ( x ( k ) ) + u ( k ) . (6) In DFC, the following simple feedback control input is used to (possibly) stabilize Z, :
where K E R is a constant gain to be determined. Note that if
In the sequel we will derive some conditions and bounds on K for the stabilization of periodic orhits.
To motivate our analysis, consider the case T = 1. In this case we have Z, = {xfi} where xfi = f(xfi), i.e. period 1 orhits are the same as fixed pints of f . By defining xI (L) = x ( kl), x2(k) = x ( k ) , we can rewrite (6) and (7) as
Let us define P = (x, xz)r E RZ, where here and in the sequel the superscript T denotes transpose, and define F : Rz + R2 as
With this notation, (8) can be written as :
For 2 ' = (xi x;),, F(P) = P ' holds if and only if x; =x; = f ( x ; ) . Hence any fixed point of F corresponds to an UCPO Z, of (I), and vice versa. Hence asymptotic stability of Z,
for (6) and (7) can be analyzed by studying the stability of the corresponding fixed point of F for (9) . To analyze the latter, let Z, = {x;} and set al = D f ( x ; ) , and
We say that a polynomial is Schur stable if all of its eigenvalues are inside the unit disc of the complex plane, i.e. have magnitude less then unity. Hence, the asymptotic stability of the fixed point of F for (9) , hence the asymptotic stability of Z, for (6) 
1 : Z, is exponentially stable for (6) and (7) To motivate our approach further, let us consider the case T = 2. Let the period 2 UCPO of (I) be given as Z2 = {x&xy} and define U , = Df(xfi), a2 = D f ( x ; ) . By defining x , ( k ) = x(k-2): x Z ( k ) = x ( k -I ) , x 3 ( k ) = x ( k ) , we can rewrite (6) and (7) as found as
For f = (xl xz x3), E R3, let us define G : R3 + R' as With this notation, (1 1) can be written as :
Note that the fixed points of G do not correspond to the UCPO's of (l), but the fixed points of F = G2 does. To see this, note that where D stands for the derivative and J is the Jacobian of F evaluated at the equilibrium point. Clearly the components of J are given as For P* = (xi x; x;),, the fixed points of F, i.e. the solutions ofF(P*)=f*,aregivenasxi=x;,xi=f(xi),x;=f(x;)= f'(x7). Hence for any UCPO Z, = {x;, xi} of (I), there corresponds a fixed point i' = (24 x; x;)' of F and vice versa. Hence the asymptotic stability of Z, for ( 6 ) and ( 7 ) is equivalent to the asymptotic stability of the corresponding fixed point of F for the system (15). To analyze the latter, let us define the Jacobian of F at equilibrium as a F J = -1 ax The entries of J can be calculated as
Hence for the stability of for (6) and (7), we can study the Schur stability of p,(A) given above. We will consider the Schur stability of p,(A) for some cases in the sequel. where G : R"'+' -+ R'"+' is defined as
As before, the UCPO Z , does not correspond to a fixed point of G, but it corresponds to a fixed point of F = G"'. To see this, note that . This test gives some necessary and sufficient conditions on the coefficients of the polynomial. These conditions are in the form of a finite set of inequalities, hence could be checked easily. In our case, once the terms ai are known, these conditions become some inequalities in terms of some polynomials of K of the following form C n .
where various constants depend on ai and ni. By finding the roots of these polynomials, we could determine the intervals of K for which Schur stability holds. We will show some examples in the sequel. 0
At this point, we can state the following simple necessary condition for the stability of DFC see [23] . If this is the case, then any K satisfying -(1 + a 1 ) / 2 < K < 1 will result in the exponential stabilization of the corresponding UCPO. When K > 1 or K < -(1 + a , ) / 2 , at least one root of p I (A) is unstable, hence the corresponding UCPO cannot be stable. For K = 1 or K = -(1 + a 1 ) / 2 , stability cannot be deduced by using our approach.
To elaborate further, let us consider the logistic equation f ( x ) = px(1 -x). For p = 3.7, this map has one truly period 2 UCPO Z, = {x;,.ry} given by x; = 0.390022, x; = 0.880248.
The fixed pints xA = 0, x, = 1 -l/p also induce period 2 orhits Z , = {xA,xA} and X , , = {xB.xB}. However, for X ,
we have a I = a , = p , and for Z , , we have al = a2 = 2 -p , and clearly in these cases the necessary condition (28) fails for these orbits, and hence they cannot be stabilized by DFC. 
Clearly the sign conditions given above can he converted into some hounds on K once the roots of these polynomials are found. By finding these roots, we conclude that X, can be exponentially stabilized if and only if -0.3167 < K < -0.2566. Note that the precision of these bounds are related to the precision in obtaining the related polynomials and their roots. We performed a numerical simulation for this case. Since the stabilization is only local, the DFC will work when the actual orbit of (1) is sufficiently close to X,. To evaluate the exact domain of attraction for Z, is very difficult, but by extensive numerical simulations we find that when ii :
apparently the orbit is in the domain of attraction, see (2)- (4) . By using this idea, we simulated (1) and (7) with the following choice of input :
Clearly, since the solutions of the logistic equation are chaotic in the uncontrolled case, eventually the control law given above will be effective and the stabilization of Z2 will be achieved for any x(0) E (0 , 1). We choose K = -0.2866, which is the middle of the range given above. The result of this simulation (with x(0) = 0.6) is shown in Figures 1 and 2 . As can be seen, the decay of solutions to is exponential, and that the required input U is sufficiently small and decays to zero exponentially as well.
A similar analysis shows that for p = 3.75, the stabilization is possible when -0.3102 < K < -0.30039, and for p = 3.76, the stabilization is possible when -0.3090 < K < To elaborate funber consider the case ni = 3. Let the UCPO be given as Z, = {x&x;,xz}, and define a, = D~( X ; -~) , , co=K" . show that the Schur-Cobn criterion, i.e. the inequalities iiii given above, cannot be simultaneously satisfied for any K, hence DFC cannot be used for the stabilization Z , , as well. For E3-, by evaluating these inequalities, one can show that DFC can be used for stabilization when -0.1041 < K < -0.03 15. We performed a numerical simulation for this case.
Since the stabilization is only local, the DFC will work when the actual orbit of ( I ) is sufficiently close to Z3-. To evaluate the exact domain of attraction for Z3-is very difficult, but by extensive numerical simulations we find that when
Clearly, since the solutions of the logistic equation are chaotic in the uncontrolled case, eventually the control law given above will he effective and the stabilization of Z, -will be achieved for any x(0) E (0 , 1). We choose K = -0.0678, which is the middle of the range given above. The result of this simulation (with x(0) = 0.6) is shown in Figures 3 and 4 . As can be seen, the decay of solutions to E,-is exponential, and that the required input U is sufficiently small and decays to zero exponentially as well.
A similar analysis shows that for p = 3.86, the stabilization is possible when -0.1024 < K < -0.0615, and for p = 3.87, the stabilization is possible when -0.1008 < K < -0.087. In conclusion, we analyzed the stability of DFC for a one dimensional discrete-time chaotic system. We first constructed a map whose fixed points correspond to the periodic orbits of the uncontrolled chaotic system. Then the stability of DFC for the original chaotic system is equivalent to the stability of the corresponding fixed point of the constructed map. We derive the form of the characteristic polynomial of the Jacobian matrix of this map at the desired fixed,.point. Then the stability problem of DFC reduces to determine the Schur stability of the associated characteristic polynomial. By applying the Schur-Cohn criterion, we can determine the bounds on the gain of DFC to ensure the stability. The presented method could be generalized to higher dimensional systems as well. But this requires further research. 
